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"You're not alone. You're never alone."Charlie West has held on to that belief, but now he's starting

to wonder. He went to bed one night an ordinary high-school kid. When he woke up, he was wanted

for murder and hunted by a ruthless band of terrorists. He's been on the run ever since. Now he's

stuck in prison, abandoned by his allies, trying desperately to stay a step ahead of vicious prison

gangs and brutal guards. And a flash of returning memory tells him another terrorist strike is

comingâ€”soon. A million people will die unless he does something. But what? He's stuck in a

concrete cage with no way out and no one who can help. Charlie has never felt so aloneâ€”and yet

he knows he can't give in or give up . . . not with the final hour ticking away.â€œA thriller that reads

like a teenage version of 24 . . . an adrenaline-pumping adventure.â€• â€”TheDailyBeast.com (review

of The Last Thing I Remember)
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'The most original novelist of crime and suspense since Cornell Woolrich' Stephen King 'Action

sequences that never let up...wrung for every possible drop of nervous sweat.' Booklist --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Andrew KlavanÂ is an award-winning writer, screenwriter, and media commentator. An

internationally bestselling novelist and two-time Edgar Award-winner, Klavan is also a contributing

editor toÂ City Journal, the magazine of the Manhattan Institute,Â and the host of a popular political



podcast on DailyWire.com. His essays and op-eds on politics, religion, movies, and literature have

appeared in theÂ Wall Street Journal, theÂ New York Times,Â theÂ Washington Post, theÂ LA

Times, and elsewhere. He lives in Southern California. Â 

Love all of Andrew Klavan' s books. I ordered all of the young adult ones and some of the adult

ones he has written. All of his books are intriguing and very clean. No swear words for the young

adults. I am so impressed with his writing and including God in his stories. Very uplifting and what a

surprise to finally find great books that are so enjoyable.

Fabulous Series!! Bought this series for my male non-reading high school students. They are a

tough crowd to find books for, but they LOVE this series and they couldn't wait for the final book to

come out, but at the same time hated that it was the last book of the series!. Very well written and

keeps the readers attention, even students who say they don't like to read.

This series was great. I flew right through it. Every page of each book is action packed, and it is very

difficult to put down the book. I had to make sure I ordered all of the books at once so there was no

wait time between books.This series is about an All-American boy who finds himself in an

anti-American situation with no recollection of how he got there. Throughout each of the books you

gather the missing puzzle pieces along with the main character to find out what happened and why.

This book is the fourth and final in the series, and it does not disappoint.The only thing that I think

would detract some readers is that the main character finds his strength in God throughout the

books. I found it refreshing that the author includes this, reminding us that for some people religious

faith plays an important role in their lives. This should not be a deterrent for readers, though, as it is

not a main focus and does not affect the plot whatsoever.Overall, I enjoyed this book and this

series. I think it's a great read for anyone over the age of 13 who enjoys exciting, action-packed

books.

I HAVE READ THE FIRST 4 AND NOW I AM READING THE LAST ONE I HOPE. I HATE

STARTING A BOOK AND HAVING TO LOOK FOR NUMBER 1,2,ETC.

Great book. Very suspensful

Are you ready for the final story of Charlie West? The Final Hour brings all the action and drama to



a close as Charlie finds out what really happened during the year of life he could not remember.

Charlie contends with more terrorist actions and the struggle to stay alive and one step ahead. This

last book in The Homelanders series is as good as the first three.I would highly recommend this

series to anyone, but especially to teens. Action is combined with Charlie's struggles to make the

right decisions and trust God. These books are fast paced and will keep you up till you finish.[...]

Outstanding book series. This series will keep you on edge from start to finish with all kinds of twists

and turns. High adrenaline, high octane rush. A must read for all.

Very good ending to a very good series.I originally bought the Homelander books for my nephew .

He loved them just as much as I did.He is excited about the idea that they may become a movie

someday.That is not hard to vision because Klavin writes in such a way that you feel like your in a

movie. I highly recomend this series for teenage boys all the way up. Great book for a young person

who thinks they dont like to read. Once they read this that will all change. Start with the first one

called The Last Thing I Remember.Excelent!
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